Emerald and Coral:

the colours that lead you to Paradise
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ESM ER A L DA
Cayo Cruz · Jardines del Rey · Cuba

BEACH FRONT HOTEL

ALL INCLUSIVE

ADULTS ONLY

Located in Cayo Cruz, belonging to the Jardines del
Rey archipelago and located in front of the Old Canal
of the Bahamas. This completely virgin Cayo Cruz
connects with the island of Cuba through Cayo Coco.

Coral Level

SPA Sensations ($)

Swim Up Pool

Meeting Rooms ($)

Hammocks on the beach

All inclusive

Cigar lounge

Luxury Villas

Free Wifi

Butler Service

An infinite horizon awaits you on this small island in northern Cuba.
In Cayo Cruz you will find an open window to a higher level,
Coral Level at Iberostar Selection Esmeralda.

You will return home with an emerald sparkle in your eyes...

jefe.ventas@esmeralda.co.cu

E S ME RA L DA

Let yourself disconnect

Iberostar’s first upscale hotel in the northern keys of Cuba

Good taste is our star dish
Cuban gastronomy is a fusion of influences that have
simmered for years. Local products mixed with Spanish,
African and Caribbean techniques, make this cuisine
unique and exotic.

You will find inspiration in four exclusive restaurants that
will allow you to taste unique trends and flavors.
Close your eyes, and lose yourself in the savours.

Buffet
restaurant
“Trópico”

Gourmet
restaurant
“El Bolero”

Variety of
flavourfull healthy
dishes

Art on
your plate

Steak House
restaurant
“Brasas”

Creole
restaurant
“La Caleta”

Balance and
gastronomic
pleasure

Try the local
flavors

A favorite corner for every hour of the day

Day Pool Garden Ágata

SPA Sensations

Water Sports

Live an absolute experience of comfort
and privacy, in the Day Pool Garden
Ágata, the most exclusive private area
of the hotel.

You will leave Coral Level at Iberostar
Selection Esmeralda completely relaxed
and pampered by the expert hands of
our wellness professionals.

Connect with yourself and with nature.
Cayo Cruz is surrounded by unspoiled
coastal landscapes in the turquoise
waters of the Caribbean.

jefe.ventas@esmeralda.co.cu

Elegance, design and comfort
at a higher level

CORAL SUITE ROOFTOP (7)

Panoramic views and lots
of space
The Coral Suite Rooftop rooms,
located on the upper floors, are the
most exclusive rooms of Coral Level at
Iberostar Selection Esmeralda. 1400 sq ft
of comfort at your fingertips and endless
views to enjoy. It’s up to you.
CORAL JUNIOR SUITE ROOFTOP (7)

With terrace and
the best views

The views are always more impressive from
above. Located on the upper floors, these
rooms offer a spacious and modern room
with access to a spacious terrace, where you
can relax at sunset admiring the ocean.

ESMERA L DA

CORAL SUITE SWIM UP (5)

More space and direct access
to the pool
Feel the warmth and the Caribbean
breeze on your skin on the 185 sq ft
of your Coral Suite Swim Up rooms.
Do you want to refresh yourself in the
blink of an eye? It’s easy: go out and dive
into the pool, directly from your terrace.

CORAL JUNIOR SUITE SWIM UP (18)

CORAL JUNIOR SUITE SEA VIEW (28)

CORAL JUNIOR SUITE (56)

From the terrace to the pool
in the blink of an eye

Let yourself be seduced by
the reflections of the sea

The Coral Level experience
in first person

If you choose any of the 18 Coral Junior
Suite Swim Up rooms, you can directly
access the pool from your terrace.
Refresh yourself at any time in your
Cayo Cruz room.

Being able to admire the waters that
surround Cayo Cruz is invaluable.
But staying at any of the 28 Coral Junior
Suite Sea View rooms and seeing them
every morning from the second floor
is a gift.

The Coral Junior Suite rooms are the
best option to enjoy maximum comfort
in Cayo Cruz. Located on the ground
floor and first floor, you can admire the
pool or the tropical gardens from your
balcony.

jefe.ventas@esmeralda.co.cu

